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We prove a Dichotomy Theorem: for any Hausdorff compactiﬁcation bG of an arbitrary
rectiﬁable space G , the remainder bG \G is either pseudocompact or Lindelöf. This theorem
generalizes a similar theorem on topological groups obtained earlier in A.V. Arhangel’skii
(2008) [6], but the proof for rectiﬁable spaces is considerably more involved than in
the case of topological groups. It follows that if a remainder of a rectiﬁable space G
is paracompact or Dieudonné complete, then the remainder is Lindelöf and that G is a
p-space. We also present an example showing that the Dichotomy Theorem does not
extend to all paratopological groups. Some other results are obtained, and some open
questions are formulated.
© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
By a space we understand a Tychonoff topological space. We use the terminology from [11]. A remainder of a space X is
the subspace bX \ X of a Hausdorff compactiﬁcation bX of X .
In this article we consider what kind of remainders can have a rectiﬁable space. Generalizing a similar result on topolog-
ical groups in [6], we establish that every remainder of a rectiﬁable space must belong to one of two rather narrow classes
of spaces, the intersection of which is the class of compacta (see Theorem 3.1). We also derive some corollaries of this main
result. For topological groups some of them were obtained in [6]. One of these corollaries provides new information in the
direction of questions asked in [4] ten years ago.
For any space X , w(X) is the weight of X , d(X) is the density of X , and l(X) is the Lindelöf degree of X . If m is a
cardinal number, then the intersection of m open subsets of a space is called a Gm-set. A family L of subsets is of the
rank one if for any two elements V ,W ∈ L, either V ∩ W = ∅, or V ⊆ W , or W ⊆ V .
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of A, there exists V ∈ B such that A ⊆ V ⊆ U .
A space X is of a countable type if every compact subspace P of X is contained in a compact subspace F ⊂ X which has
a countable base of open neighborhoods in X . A famous result of M. Henriksen and J. Isbell [13] aﬃrms that a space X is
of countable type if and only if its remainder in any (in some) compactiﬁcation of X is Lindelöf.
A space X is called a p-space [1] if there exists a countable family {γn: n ∈ ω} of families γn of open subsets of the
Stone–Cˇech compactiﬁcation βX of X such that x ∈⋂{γn(x): n ∈ ω} ⊆ X for each x ∈ X , where γn(x) =⋃{U ∈ γn: x ∈ U }.
If x ∈⋂{clβXγn(x): n ∈ ω} ⊆ X for any x ∈ X , then X is called a strong p-space.
In [1] and [2] it was shown that every metrizable space and any locally compact space is a p-space, and that every
p-space is of countable type.
2. Rectiﬁable spaces
A rectiﬁcation on a space X is a homeomorphism ϕ : X × X → X × X with the following two properties:
– ϕ({x} × X) = ({x} × X), for every x ∈ X ;
– there exists e ∈ X such that ϕ(x, x) = (x, e) for every point x ∈ X .
The point e ∈ X is called the neutral element of the space X . A space with a rectiﬁcation is called a rectiﬁable space. Every
rectiﬁable space is homogeneous (see [9,8]).
A homogeneous algebra on a space G is a pair of binary continuous operations p,q :G×G → G such that p(x, x) = p(y, y),
and p(x,q(x, y)) = y, q(x, p(x, y)) = y for all x, y ∈ G (see [9,8]).
A biternary algebra on a space G is a pair of ternary continuous operations α,β :G × G × G → G such that α(x, x, y) = y,
α(β(x, y, z), y, z) = x, and β(α(x, y, z), y, z) = x, for all x, y, z ∈ G (see [14]).
In [9] it was proved that for an arbitrary space G the following conditions are equivalent:
1. G is a rectiﬁable space.
2. G is homeomorphic to a homogeneous algebra.
3. There exists a structure of a biternary algebra on G .
If (G, ·) is a topological group with the neutral element e, then the mapping ϕ(x, y) = (x, x−1 · y) is a rectiﬁcation on the
space G with the neutral element e, and the mappings p(x, y) = x−1 · y and q(x, y) = x · y form a structure of homogeneous
algebra on G . Therefore, every topological group is a rectiﬁable space.
Proposition 2.1. For any space X the following conditions are equivalent:
1. X is a strong p-space.
2. There exist a family {Φ(x): x ∈ X} of compact subsets of X and a sequence {ξn: n ∈ ω} of open covers of X with the following
properties:
– x ∈ Φ(x) for every point x ∈ X ;
– if x ∈ X, U is an open subset of X and Φ(x) ⊆ U , then ξn(x) ⊆ U , for some n ∈ ω.
Proof. Let {γn: n ∈ ω} be a sequence of families γn of open subsets of the Stone–Cˇech compactiﬁcation βX of X such
that x ∈⋂{clβXγn(x): n ∈ ω} ⊆ X , for each x ∈ X . Suppose that γn+1 is a reﬁnement of γn for every n ∈ ω. Put Φ(x) =⋂{clβXγn(x): n ∈ ω} and ξn = {V ∩ X: V ∈ γn}. Then the families {Φ(x): x ∈ X}, {ξn: n ∈ ω} satisfy the conditions in
assertion 2.
Suppose further that a family {Φ(x): x ∈ X} of compact subsets of X and a sequence {ξn: n ∈ ω} of open covers of X
satisfy the conditions in assertion 2. For every n ∈ ω ﬁx a family γn of open subsets of βX such that ξn = {V ∩ X: V ∈ γn}.
Then x ∈⋂{clβXγn(x): n ∈ ω} ⊆ Φ(x) ⊆ X for every point x ∈ X . 
The next result was announced in [8]:
Proposition 2.2. Let F be a non-empty compact subset with a countable base of open neighborhoods in a rectiﬁable space X. Then
there exist a family {Φ(x): x ∈ X} of compact subsets of X and a sequence {ξn: n ∈ ω} of open covers of X such that:
– x ∈ Φ(x), and the compact sets F and Φ(x) are homeomorphic for every x ∈ X ;
– if x ∈ X, U is an open subset of X and Φ(x) ⊆ U , then ξn(x) ⊆ U , for some n ∈ ω.
Proof. Fix a rectiﬁcation ϕ : X× X → X× X on X . We may assume that e ∈ F . Let {Un: n ∈ ω} be a countable base of F in X .
For every x ∈ X and every n ∈ ω, put Φ(x) = {y ∈ X: ϕ(x, y) ∈ {x} × F }, Un(x) = {y ∈ X: ϕ(x, y) ∈ {x} × Un} and ξn = {V : V
is open in X and V × V ⊆ ϕ−1(X × Un)}. Then {Un(x): n ∈ ω} is a base of Φ(x) in X , and ξn(x) ⊆ Un(x), for each x ∈ X . 
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neighborhood of F contains at least one element of γ .
A strong π -base of a space X at a subset F of X is an inﬁnite family γ of non-empty open subsets of X such that
every open neighborhood of F contains all but ﬁnitely many elements of γ (see [6]). Clearly, a strong π -base can be always
assumed to be countable.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that bX is a compactiﬁcation of a space X. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. The space X is not pseudocompact.
2. There exists a non-empty compact subspace F of bX \ X which has a strong countable π -base in bX.
3. There exists a non-empty compact subspace Φ of βX \ X with a countable base of neighborhoods in βX.
Proof. Suppose that X is not pseudocompact. Then there exists a continuous function f :βX → [0,1] such that Φ = f −1(0)
is a non-empty compact subset of βX \ X . Then the sequence {Un = f −1(−1,2−n): n ∈ ω} is a countable base of Φ in βX .
There exists a continuous mapping ψ :βX → bX such that ψ(x) = x for every x ∈ X . Then the set F = ψ(Φ) is a non-empty
compact subset of bX \ X and {Vn = bX \ ψ(βX \ Un): n ∈ ω} is a strong countable π -base of F in bX . The implications
1 → 3 → 2 are proved.
Let us prove the implication 2 → 1. Suppose that F is a non-empty compact subspace of bX \ X with a strong π -base
γ in bX . For each V ∈ γ put GV = UV ∩ X . Clearly, {GV : V ∈ γ } is an inﬁnite family of non-empty open sets in X without
accumulation points in X . Hence, X is not pseudocompact. 
The following statement was established in [6].
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that X is a nowhere locally compact space, and that bX is a compactiﬁcation of X . Then the following two
conditions are equivalent:
1. The remainder Y = bX \ X is not pseudocompact.
2. There exists a non-empty compact subspace F of X with a strong countable π -base in X.
Put LC(X) =⋃{U : U is open in X and clXU is compact} and RLC(X) = X \ LC(X).
Lemma 2.3 immediately implies the next statement:
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that X is a nowhere locally compact space, i.e. LC(X) = ∅. Then every remainder of X is pseudocompact if and
only if some remainder of X is pseudocompact.
Proposition 2.6. Let p,q :G × G → G be a structure of homogeneous algebra on a space G, F and Φ be two non-empty compact
subsets of G, H = p(F × Φ) and L = q(F × Φ). Suppose further that B1 is a base (a π -base) of G at F and that B2 is a base
(a π -base) of G at Φ . Then:
– {p(F × U ): U ∈ B2} and {p(V × U ): V ∈ B1, U ∈ B1} are bases (π -bases, respectively) of G at H ; and
– {q(F × U ): U ∈ B2} and {q(V × U ): V ∈ B1, U ∈ B1} are bases (π -bases, respectively) of G at L.
Proof. Let F1 and F2 be two compact subsets of G , U be an open subset of G and m(F1 × F2) ⊆ U (where m is either p
or q). Then, by virtue of Wallace theorem [11, Theorem 3.2.10], there exist open subsets U1 and U2 of G such that F1 ⊆ U1,
F2 ⊆ U2 and m(U1 × U2) ⊆ U . 
Proposition 2.7. Let p,q :G × G → G be a structure of a homogeneous algebra on a space G and B be a π -base of G at a non-empty
compact subset F . Then:
1. There exist a non-empty compact subset Φ ⊆ p(F × F ) and a base B1 of G at Φ such that |B1| = |B|.
2. For every compact subset L of G there exist a compact subset L′ and a base B′ of G at L′ such that L ⊆ L′ and |B′| = |B|.
Proof. Put F1 = p(F × F ) and B2 = {p(V × V ): V ∈ B}. Then e ∈⋂B2 ⊆ F1 and B2 is a π -base of G at F1. There exists a
family B1 of open subsets of G with the following properties:
– e ∈ B1 and |B1| = |B2| = |B|;
– for every n 1 and every W1,W2, . . . ,Wn ∈ B1 ∪ B2 there exists V ∈ B1 such that e ∈ V ⊆ clG V ⊆⋂{Wi: i  n}.
We put Φ =⋂B1. By the construction, e ∈ Φ ⊆ F1. We claim that B1 is a base of G at Φ . Fix an open subset U of G
for which Φ ⊆ U . There exists V1 ∈ B1 such that F1 ∩ clG V1 ⊆ U . Let U1 = U ∪ (G \ clG V1). Then F1 ⊆ U1 and W1 ⊆ U1,
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at Φ . Assertion 1 is proved.
Let L be a non-empty compact subset of G . We put L′ = q(L×Φ) and B′ = {q(L× V ): V ∈ B1}. Then L ⊆ L′ , B′ is a base
of G at L′ and |B′| = |B|. 
Corollary 2.8. For any rectiﬁable space G the following conditions are equivalent:
1. G is a strong p-space.
2. G is a space of countable type.
3. There exists in G a non-empty compact subset L with a countable π -base in G.
Corollary 2.9 (A.S. Gul’ko). For any rectiﬁable space G the following conditions are equivalent:
1. G is a metrizable space.
2. G is ﬁrst-countable.
3. G has a countable π -base at some point b ∈ G.
Proof. The implication 2 → 1 belongs to A. Gul’ko, and is proved in [12]. The implication 3 → 1 follows from Proposition 2.7.
The implication 1 → 3 is obvious. 
Corollary 2.10. A rectiﬁable space with a countable π -base is separable and metrizable.
We will say that a non-empty subset L of a space X has a countable δ-character in X if there exists a sequence γ =
{Un: n ∈ ω} of open subsets of X such that γ is a strong π -base of X at L and L ⊆ clXUn for any n ∈ ω (see [17]).
Proposition 2.11. Let Φ be a non-empty compact subset with a strong π -base in X. Then there exists a non-empty compact subset
F ⊆ Φ of a countable δ-character in X.
Proof. Let Φ be a non-empty compact subset with a strong π -base {Un: n ∈ ω} in X . For every n ∈ ω put Vn =⋃{Um:
m > n}. Then {Vn: n ∈ ω} is a strong π -base of X at Φ too. Let F =⋂{clX Vn: n ∈ ω}. It is obvious that F is a non-empty
compact subset of the compact set Φ . Let V be an open subset of X such that F ⊆ V . There exists m ∈ ω for which
F ∩ clX Vm ⊆ V . Fix an open subset W of X such that Φ \ V ⊆ W ⊆ X \ clX Vm . Then Φ ⊆ V ∪ W and Vn ⊆ V ∪ W , for some
n >m. So Vn ⊆ V . 
3. A Dichotomy Theorem
Now we can prove the main result.
Theorem 3.1. For every rectiﬁable space G, any remainder of G in a compactiﬁcation bG is either pseudocompact or Lindelöf.
Proof. Assume that the subspace Y = bG \ G is not pseudocompact. It follows that G is nowhere locally compact. Then, by
Corollary 2.4, there exists a non-empty compact subspace F of G with a countable π -base in G . By virtue of Corollary 2.8,
G is a space of countable type. Hence, the remainder bG \ G is Lindelöf, according to the theorem of Henriksen and Isbell
[13] mentioned in the Introduction. 
Corollary 3.2. A rectiﬁable space G has a Lindelöf remainder in a compactiﬁcation if and only if G is a strong p-space (and then all
remainders of G are Lindelöf ).
Notice that Theorem 3.1 implies the following characterization of rectiﬁable spaces with pseudocompact remainders.
Corollary 3.3. Any (some) remainder of a rectiﬁable space G is pseudocompact and non-compact if and only if G is not a p-space.
A subset L of a space X is said to be bounded if f (L) is a bounded subset of reals for each continuous real-valued
function f on X . A space X is called μ-complete if the closure of every bounded subset L ⊆ X is compact.
Our next result shows that several classical restrictions on remainders of rectiﬁable spaces are, in fact, equivalent. It
implies similar statements about remainders of topological groups in [6].
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that G is a rectiﬁable space and that Y = bG \ G is a remainder of G in a compactiﬁcation bG of G. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
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2. Y is Dieudonné complete.
3. Y is paracompact.
4. Every remainder of G in a compactiﬁcation is Lindelöf.
5. G is a strong p-space.
6. Y is metacompact.
Proof. Suppose that Y is μ-complete. Since every pseudocompact μ-complete space is, obviously, compact, from Theo-
rem 3.1 it follows that Y is Lindelöf. Then G is a strong p-space and every remainder of G is Lindelöf, by Corollary 3.2.
The implications 1 → 5 → 4 are proved. The implications 4 → 3 → 1 are obvious. It is well known that every metacompact
pseudocompact space is compact. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a rectiﬁable non-metrizable space with a Gδ-diagonal. Then every remainder of G is a pseudocompact non-
compact space.
Proof. Suppose that some remainder Y = bG \ G of G is Lindelöf. Then, by Theorem 3.4, G is a p-space. A p-space with a
Gδ-diagonal is ﬁrst-countable. A contradiction with Corollary 2.9. 
A space X is called Ohio complete if in every compactiﬁcation bX of X there exists a Gδ-subset Z such that X ⊆ Z and
every point y ∈ Z \ X is separated from X by a Gδ-subset of Z (see [4]).
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that bX is a compactiﬁcation of a space X such that the remainder Y = bX \ X is Ohio complete. Then at
least one of the following conditions holds:
(α) X is a σ -compact space.
(β) There exists a non-empty compact subset F ⊆ X with a countable base of neighborhoods in X.
Proof. The space bY = clbX Y is a compactiﬁcation of Y . If bY = bX , then every point of bX \ bY is contained in a compact
subset of a countable character in X . Assume that bY = bX . Then X is nowhere locally compact and bX is a compactiﬁcation
of Y . There exists a Gδ-subset Z of bX such that Y ⊆ Z and every y ∈ Z \ Y is separated from Y by a Gδ-subset of Z . If
Z = Y , then X = bX \ Z is a σ -compact space. If Z \ Y = ∅, then every y ∈ Z \ Y is contained in a compact subset F ⊆ X
with a countable base of neighborhoods in X . 
Let X be a space and bX be a compactiﬁcation of X . Then the remainder Y = bX \ X is Ohio complete provided X is a
σ -compact space or X is a space of countable type. Therefore, by Proposition 3.6 we have:
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that X is a rectiﬁable space. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. A remainder Y = bX \ X in some compactiﬁcation of X is an Ohio complete space.
2. Every remainder of the space X is Ohio complete.
3. X is a σ -compact space or there exists a non-empty compact subset F ⊆ X with a countable base of open neighborhoods in X.
4. X is a σ -compact space or X is a space of countable type.
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that G is a rectiﬁable space and that bG is a compactiﬁcation of G. Then the remainder Y = bG \G is a p-space
if and only if at least one of the following conditions holds:
(α) G is a σ -compact space;
(δ) G is a Lindelöf p-space;
(λ) G is locally compact.
Proof. If G is locally compact, then Y is compact. Suppose that G is not locally compact. Then bG is a compactiﬁcation
of Y .
Suﬃciency. If G is σ -compact, then every remainder of G is Cˇech-complete and therefore, is a p-space. If G is a Lindelöf
p-space, then every remainder of G is a Lindelöf p-space (see [4,3]). Therefore, suﬃciency holds for all spaces, not just for
rectiﬁable spaces (see [4, Theorem 4.3]).
Necessity. Since every p-space is a space of countable type, Henriksen–Isbel’s Theorem [13] implies that the space X =
bX \ Y is Lindelöf. Every p-space is Ohio complete [4, Corollary 3.7]. It remains to apply Corollary 3.7. 
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that G is a paracompact rectiﬁable space, and Y = bG \ G is a remainder of G. Then Y has a Gδ-diagonal if and
only if Y , G, and bG are separable metrizable spaces.
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is Ohio complete. Therefore, by Corollary 3.7, either G is σ -compact, or G is a paracompact p-space.
Case 1. G is σ -compact.
Then the Souslin number c(G) is countable, by Tkachenko’s Theorem (see [18,19]). Since Y is dense in bG , the Souslin
number c(Y ) of Y is also countable. The space Y is Cˇech-complete, since G is σ -compact. By a theorem of B. Shapirovkij
[16], there exists a dense paracompact Cˇech-complete subspace Z of Y . Since Z also has a Gδ-diagonal, Z is metrizable [5].
Since the Souslin number of Z is countable, Z is a space with a countable base. It follows that bG has a countable π -base.
Therefore, by Corollary 2.10, G is a metrizable space with a countable base as a rectiﬁable space with a countable π -base.
Case 2. G is a paracompact p-space.
In this case G is Ohio complete [4, Corollary 3.7], and Y is Lindelöf. There exists a Gδ-subset X of bG such that G ⊆ X and
every point x ∈ X \ G can be separated from G by a Gδ-set. Put M = X \ G and Φ = clbGM . The space bG is ﬁrst-countable
at every x ∈ M .
Subcase 2a. Φ ∩ G = ∅.
Then Y = bG \ G = (bG \ X) ∪ Φ is a σ -compact subset of bG . Since Y has a Gδ-diagonal, every compact subset of Y is
metrizable and separable. Therefore, Y is also separable. Thus G is a paracompact p-space with a countable Souslin number.
Therefore, G is a Lindelöf p-space. Hence, Y is also a Lindelöf p-space [4, Theorem 2.1]. Thus Y is a space with a countable
base, and G is a metrizable space with a countable base, since it is a rectiﬁable space with a countable π -base.
Subcase 2b. Φ ∩ G = ∅.
Fix a ∈ Φ ∩ G . Since G is a p-space, we can ﬁnd a compact subset F of G with a countable base {Wn: n ∈ ω} of open
neighborhoods in bG such that a ∈ F . For every n ∈ ω ﬁx bn ∈ Wn ∩ M . Clearly, some c ∈ F is an accumulation point for
the sequence {bn: n ∈ ω}. For every n ∈ ω we ﬁx an open base {Vnm: m ∈ ω} of bG at bn . Put Unm = Vnm ∩ G . Then
{Unm: n,m ∈ ω} is a π -base of G at c. By Corollary 2.9, the space G is metrizable. 
Corollary 3.10. Suppose that G is a non-locally compact rectiﬁable space, and that some remainder Y = bG \G is a space of countable
type with a Gδ-diagonal. Then Y , G, and bG are separable metrizable spaces.
The proof of the following statement is identically to the proof of Theorem 10 in [5].
Theorem 3.11. Let G be a non-locally compact rectiﬁable space, and bG be a compactiﬁcation of G such that the remainder Y = bG \G
has a point-countable base. Then Y , G, and bG are separable metrizable spaces.
Corollary 3.7 solves Problem 4.13 from [4].
4. On paratopological groups and dissentive spaces
A group G with a topology T is called:
– a paratopological group if the multiplication (x, y) → x · y is a continuous mapping of G × G onto G;
– a semitopological group if the translations x → a · x and x → x · a, a ∈ G , are continuous;
– a quasitopological group if G is a semitopological group and the symmetry x → x−1 is continuous.
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a paratopological group. Then:
1. If there exists a non-empty compact subset of G of countable character in G, then G is a space of countable type.
2. If there exists a non-empty compact subset of G of countable δ-character, then G is a space of countable δ-type.
Proof. Let {Un: n ∈ ω} be a sequence of open subsets of G , F be a non-empty compact subset of G , F ⊆ clXUn , Un+1 ⊆ Un
for each n ∈ ω. We may assume that e ∈ F .
Fix a compact subset L of G . Put Φ = L ·H and Vn = L ·Hn for any n ∈ ω. Then Φ is a compact subset of G , L ⊆ Φ ⊆ clX Vn ,
and Vn =⋃{Qa(Un) = a · Un: a ∈ L} is open in G for each n ∈ ω.
Let {Un: n ∈ ω} be a π -base of G at F . Then, by Proposition 2.6, {Vn: n ∈ ω} is a π -base of G at Φ . Thus, Φ is a compact
subset of countable δ-character in G . Statement 2 is proved.
Let {Un: n ∈ ω} be a base of G at F . Then {Vn: n ∈ ω} is a base of G at Φ . Thus, Φ is a compact subset of countable
character in G . Statement 1 is proved. 
Corollary 4.2. Let G be a paratopological group. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. Some remainder Y = bG \ G of G is Ohio complete.
2. Every remainder of G is Ohio complete.
3. G is σ -compact or G is a space of countable type.
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has a countable δ-character in X .
Corollary 4.3. Let G be a paratopological group. Then G is a space of countable δ-type or every remainder Y = bG \ G of G is
pseudocompact.
If F is a non-empty compact subset of a space X and {Un: n ∈ ω} is a strong π -base of X at F , then {Un: n ∈ ω}
is a strong π -base of X at F ∪ L for any subset L ⊆ X . Therefore, the requirement for F to be a compactum of count-
able δ-character is stronger than the requirement to be a compactum with a strong π -base. Moreover, in any extremally
disconnected space every compactum of countable δ-character is a compactum of countable character.
We can consider Corollary 4.3 as the Dichotomy Theorem for paratopological groups. In some cases this result can be
improved.
Let us call a mapping f of a space X into a space Y k-gentle if for every compact subset F of X the image f (F ) is also
compact.
A semitopological group G will be called k-gentle if the inverse mapping x → x−1 is k-gentle.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that G is a k-gentle paratopological group. Then any remainder of G in a compactiﬁcation bG of G is either
pseudocompact or Lindelöf.
Proof. Let F be a non-empty compact subset of G , and {Un: n ∈ ω} be a strong π -base of G at F . We can assume that
e ∈ F =⋂{clGUn: n ∈ ω}. For every n ∈ ω ﬁx a point pn ∈ Un , and put P = clG{pn: n ∈ ω}. Then P is a compact subset
of G . Since G is k-gentle, P−1 is a compact subset of G as well. We may assume that e ∈ P . Then e ∈ P−1. Put B = P−1 · F
and Vn = P−1 · Un . Clearly, {Vn: n ∈ ω} is a strong π -base of G at B , B is compact, and e ∈⋂{Vn: n ∈ ω}. There exists a
sequence {Wn: n ∈ ω} of open subsets of G such that e ∈ Wn+1 ⊆ clGWn+1 ⊆ Wn ⊆ Vn for each n ∈ ω. Then {Wn: n ∈ ω}
is a base of G at the compact subset Φ =⋂{Wn: n ∈ ω}, and e ∈ Φ . By Proposition 4.1, G is a space of countable type.
A reference to Corollary 4.3 completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a paratopological k-gentle group such that some remainder of G is Lindelöf. Then G is a topological group.
Proof. Since some remainder of G is Lindelöf and G is homogeneous, G is of countable type. Therefore, G is a k-space.
Since every k-gentle mapping of a k-space X into a space Y is continuous, the inverse mapping x → x−1 is continuous and
G is a topological group. 
A Mal’cev operation on a space X is a continuous mapping μ : X3 → X such that μ(x, x, z) = z and μ(x, y, y) = x, for
all x, y, z ∈ X . A space is called a Mal’cev space if it admits a Mal’cev operation (see [8–10,14,15,19]). Let {Xα: α ∈ A} be a
non-empty family of non-empty Mal’cev spaces. Assume that the set A is well ordered. Denote by μα the Mal’cev operation
on Xα . Let X be the discrete sum of the spaces {Xα: α ∈ A}. If α ∈ A and x, y, z ∈ Xα , then μ(x, y, z) = μα(x, y, z). Let
x, y, z ∈ X and {x, y, z} \ Xα = ∅ for each α ∈ A. Then {μ(x, y, z)} = {x, y, z} ∩ Xα , where α is the ﬁrst element β of A for
which {x, y, z} ∩ Xβ is a singleton set. Then μ is a Mal’cev operation on X . Thus, the discrete sum of Mal’cev spaces is a
Mal’cev space.
On every space X there exists a continuous operation μ : X3 → X such that μ(x, x, z) = z for all x and z in X . Indeed,
just put μ(x, y, z) = z, for all x, y, and z in X .
A dissentive operation (a dissentor) on a space X is a continuous mapping μ : X3 → X satisfying the following conditions:
– μ(x, x, y) = y for all x, y ∈ X ;
– for every open set U of X and all b, c ∈ X the set μ(U ,b, c) = {μ(x,b, c): x ∈ U } is open in X .
A space is dissentive if it admits a dissentive operation. Every rectiﬁable space is dissentive. If p,q :G × G → G is a
structure of homogeneous algebra on a space G , then μ(x, y, z) = p(x,q(y, z)) is a Mal’cev dissentive operation.
A space X is called weight homogeneous if there exists a cardinal number τ such that the family {U : w(U ) = τ ,U is open
in X} is a base of X .
Proposition 4.6. If X is a dissentive space, then:
– X is weight homogeneous;
– for any two points a,b ∈ X there exists an open continuous mapping fab : X → X such that fab(a) = b.
Proof. Let μ : X3 → X be a dissentive operation on X . Then for any a,b ∈ X the continuous mapping fab(x) = μ(x,a,b) is
open, and fab(a) = b. The second assertion is proved. The ﬁrst assertion is proved too. 
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is a space of countable type.
Proof. Let {Un: n ∈ ω} be a sequence of open non-empty subsets of G , F be a non-empty compact subset of G , F ⊆ clXUn ,
Un+1 ⊆ Un , for each n ∈ ω. Let {Un: n ∈ ω} be a π -base of G at F , and μ :G3 → G be a dissentive operation on G . For every
n ∈ ω, ﬁx a point bn ∈ Un . Then Φ = F ∪ {bn: n ∈ ω} is compact.
Fix a compact subset L of G , and put K = μ(F ,Φ, L) and Vn = μ(Un,Φ, L) for each n ∈ ω. Then K is a compact subset
of G , L ⊆ K ∩ Vn , and Vn is open in G , for each n ∈ ω.
Fix a sequence {Wn: n ∈ ω} of open non-empty subsets of G such that L ⊆ clGWn+1 ⊆ Wn ⊆ Vn , for every n ∈ ω. Then,
clearly, H =⋂{Wn: n ∈ ω} is a compactum of countable character in G , and L ⊆ H ⊆ K . 
Corollary 4.8. Let G be a dissentive space. Then any remainder of G in a compactiﬁcation bG of G is either pseudocompact or Lindelöf.
5. Remainders of products, examples, and some open questions
After Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 it is natural to ask the following two general questions:
Problem 5.1. Which pseudocompact spaces can serve as remainders of rectiﬁable spaces in compactiﬁcations?
Problem 5.2. Which Lindelöf spaces can serve as remainders of rectiﬁable spaces in compactiﬁcations?
For topological groups these questions were posed in [5]. In the main case of nowhere locally compact spaces, we can
reformulate these questions as follows.
Problem 5.3. When a nowhere locally compact pseudocompact space X has a remainder homeomorphic to a rectiﬁable
space?
Problem 5.4. When a nowhere locally compact Lindelöf space X has a remainder homeomorphic to a rectiﬁable space?
We do not have complete answers to these questions. However, we present below some relevant examples.
The next theorem was established in [6].
Proposition 5.5. Let X be the product of an uncountable family of non-compact spaces. Then every remainder of X is a pseudocompact
space.
Using the above result, we can easily identify many spaces that cannot serve as remainders of rectiﬁable spaces.
Corollary 5.6. Let X be the product of an uncountable family of non-compact paracompact (or Dieudonné complete) spaces. Then:
1. No remainder of X is homeomorphic to a rectiﬁable space.
2. Every remainder of X is a pseudocompact space.
Example 5.7. Let Z be the topological product of a non-empty family of non-Lindelöf paracompact spaces, or of non-
separable metrizable spaces. Then no remainder of Z is a rectiﬁable space.
Indeed, Z is not Lindelöf and is not pseudocompact. Therefore, Z cannot be a remainder of a rectiﬁable space.
Here is a curious result on remainders of products.
Theorem 5.8. Let γ = {Xη: η ∈ Γ } be a non-empty family of non-empty topological spaces and X be a non-locally compact ho-
mogeneous space with a pseudocompact remainder P . Then every remainder of the topological product G = X × Π{Xη: η ∈ Γ } is
pseudocompact.
Proof. Clearly, the space G is nowhere locally compact, since X is nowhere locally compact. Hence, by Corollary 2.5, it is
enough to show that some remainder of G is pseudocompact. Let bX be a compactiﬁcation of X with the pseudocompact
remainder P . The subspace P is dense in bX . Let Y = Π{Xη: ϑ ∈ Γ }. We ﬁx a compactiﬁcation bY of the space Y . Then
bG = bX × bY is a compactiﬁcation of the space G . Denote by Z the product space P × bY . Then Z is pseudocompact
[11, Corollary 3.10.27] and Z is dense in the compactiﬁcation bG . Clearly, Z is contained in the remainder bG \ G . It follows
that Z is dense in bG \ G . Hence, bG \ G is pseudocompact. 
In connection with Theorem 3.9, it is natural to pose the following questions:
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Problem 5.10. Is every rectiﬁable p-space with a countable Souslin number Lindelöf? What if we assume the space to be
separable? Separable and locally compact?
Problem 5.11. Is every rectiﬁable p-space a D-space?
A space G is a topological quasigroup if there exist three continuous mappings m, l, r :G ×G → G such that m(x, r(x, y)) =
m(l(y, x), x) = y, r(x,m(x, y)) = y, l(m(y, x), x) = y. In this case r(m(y, x), x) = l(x,m(x, y)) = y. If there exists an element
e ∈ G such that m(e, x) =m(x, e) = x for all x ∈ G , then G is called a loop and e is called the identity of the loop. A quasi-
group G is a loop if and only if r(x, x) = l(y, y) for all x, y ∈ G . Every topological quasigroup admits a structure of a
topological loop (see [14]). Hence every topological quasigroup is a rectiﬁable space.
Problems 5.1 and 5.2 are open for topological quasigroups too. For topological groups the answers are positive, this is
well known.
The following question is open too.
Problem 5.12. Let G be a locally compact quasigroup. Is G paracompact?
The following examples show that Theorem 3.1 does not generalize to homogeneous spaces, paratopological groups, and
quasitopological groups. The next example has been already discussed in [5].
Example 5.13. Let X = K ∪ L where L = {(x,0): 0 < x  1}, and K = {(x,1): 0  x < 1}, be the two-arrows space of
P.S. Alexandroff and P.S. Urysohn [11, Exercise 3.10.C]. The subspace K is the arrow space (it is homeomorphic to the
Sorgenfrey line) (see [11, Example 1.2.2]). The spaces X , K , and L are homogeneous. The spaces K and L are homeomorphic,
and there exists on K a natural structure of an Abelian group for which the multiplication (u, v) → u · v is continuous, i.e.
the space admits a structure of a paratopological Abelian group. For instance, if u = (x,1) and v = (y,1) are two points
from K , then u · v = (x+ y,1), if x+ y < 1, and u · v = (x+ y−1,1), if x+ y  1, i.e. u · v = (x+ y (modulo 1),1). Moreover,
X is a compactiﬁcation of the dense subspaces K and L, and K admits a continuous isomorphism onto a compact topologi-
cal Abelian group. The following properties of the spaces K and L are well known: they are submetrizable, ﬁrst-countable,
Lindelöf, and non-metrizable, non-pseudocompact, and they are not p-spaces. Therefore, Theorem 3.4 does not generalize
to homogeneous spaces and to paratopological groups. In particular, the spaces X and K are not rectiﬁable.
Example 5.14. Denote by R the space of reals and by Q the space of rationals. Let A = {(x, y): x, y ∈ R}, B = {(x, y):
x ∈ R, y ∈ Q} and C = {(x, y): x, y ∈ Q}. Denote by TE the Euclidean topology on A. On A we consider the binary operation
(x1, y1) + (x2, y2) = (x1 + x2, y1 + y2) and the unary operation −(x, y) = (−x,−y). With respect to these operations, A is
an Abelian group and B,C are dense subgroups of A. For every (x, y) ∈ A and every r > 0, put Ur(x, y) = {(u, v): (x− u)2 +
(y − v)2 < r−2, (x − u)2 + (y + r − v)2  r2, (x − u)2 + (y − r − v)2  r2} ∪ {(x, y)}. Consider on A the topology T0
generated by the open base B = {Un(x, y): (x, y) ∈ A, n = 1,2, . . .}. Then A is a ﬁrst-countable non-normal Tychonoff
space. The translations (x, y) → (a,b) + (x, y) and the symmetries (x, y) → (−x, y), (x, y) → (x,−y) and (x, y) → (−x,−y)
are continuous mappings. Thus, (A,T0) is a quasitopological group. On a space J = [−1,0) ∪ (0,1] ﬁx a family F of closed
non-empty subsets for which:
⋂
F = ∅; if H, P ∈ F, then H ∩ P ∈ F and −H ∈ F; if ζ = {[−r,0)∪ (o, r]: r > 0}, then ζ ⊆ F.
Let ν be a free ultraﬁlter on the set {n−1: n = 1,2, . . .} and ξ = {H ∪ (−H): h ∈ ν}. For every (x, y) ∈ A, put BF(x, y) =
{V ∩ Ur(x, y) ∪ {(x, y)}: r > 0, V ∈ TE , {(x, y + t): t ∈ H} ⊆ V for some H ∈ F}. Then BF =⋃{BF(x, y): (x, y) ∈ A} is an
open base of a completely regular non-normal topology TF on A, and (A,BF) is a quasitopological group.
Property 1. The spaces (A,T0), (A,TF), and their dense subspaces are submetrizable, Ohio complete, and have countable
π -bases.
Property 2. Let T ∈ {T0,TF}. Then:
1. If a compact subset F of the space (A,T) has a countable δ-character in (A,T), then the set F is countable.
2. If X is a dense subspace of the space (A,T), then every remainder of X is not pseudocompact.
3. If X is dense in (A,T) and {(x,0): x ∈ R} ⊆ X or T = TF , then every remainder of X is not Lindelöf.
Property 3. The quasitopological groups (B,T0), (B,TF), and (C,TF) are Lindelöf and non-metrizable.
Property 4. Every countable compact subspace of the space (A,T0) is of countable δ-type.
Property 5. Every countable subspace of the space (A,T0) is metrizable and has a countable base.
Property 6. Every compact subset F of the countable δ-character in (A,TF) is empty.
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Wr(x, y) = {(u, v): x u < x+ r, y  v < y+ r}, Nr(x, y) = {(u, v): x < u < x+ r, y < v < y+ r}, and W ′r(x, y) = Wr(x, y)\{(x, y)}. Now for each (x, y) ∈ A put B(x, y) = {V ∪Wr(x, y): V ∈ TE , W ′r(x, y) ⊆ V , r > 0}. Then B =
⋃{B(x, y): (x, y) ∈ A}
is an open base of a Tychonoff topology T on A. The space (A,T) is a submetrizable paratopological group with a countable
π -base and of countable δ-type. If X is a dense subspace of (A,T), then every compact subset of X has a countable
δ-character in X , and each remainder of X is not pseudocompact and not Lindelöf. By the construction, (B,T) is a Lindelöf
dense paratopological subgroup, and (C,T) is a countable dense paratopological subgroup of (A,T).
Let X be a set linearly ordered by a relation  satisfying the following condition: for every two distinct elements x, y ∈ X ,
there exists z ∈ X such that x< z < y. For every x, y ∈ X , put ]x,→[ = {z ∈ X: x < z}, ]←, x[ = {z ∈ X: z < x}, [x,→[ = {z ∈
X: x y}, ]x, y[ = ]←, y[ ∩ ]x,→[, and [x, y[ = ]←, y[ ∩ [x,→[. Then {]x, y[: x, y ∈ X} ∪ {]←, y[: y ∈ X} ∪ {]x,→[: x ∈ X}
is an open base of the topology Tl , and {[x, y[: x, y ∈ X} ∪ {[x,→[: x ∈ X} is an open base of the right topology Trl
induced by the linear order  on X [11, p. 82]. The space (X,Trl) is zero-dimensional. If the set Y ⊆ X is dense in (X,Tl),
then |X \ cl(X,Trl)Y | 1. By the construction, w(X,Tl) = d(X,Tl) = d(X,Trl). As in [11, Example 3.8.14], one can prove that
l(X,Trl) = d(X,Trl), w(X,Trl) = |X |, and that in (X,Trl) every closed subset is a Gm-set, where m = d(X,Trl).
In connection with Theorem 4.4, we mention the next example.
Example 5.16. Let τ be an inﬁnite cardinal, M be the set of all ordinals μ < τ , and Zμ = {nμ: n ∈ Z} be the additive group Z
of integers with the discrete topology. Let Z+μ = {nμ ∈ Zμ: nμ  0}, Zτ = Π{Zμ: μ ∈ M} and Z+τ = Π{Z+μ: μ ∈ M}. The
positive cone Z+τ generates the partial order  on Zτ .
On Zτ consider the lexicographic order : if x = (xα: α ∈ M), y = (yα: α ∈ M) are two distinct points of Zτ , then x ≺ y
if and only if there exists β ∈ M such that xβ < yβ and xα = yα , for each α < β . Let Cτ = {x ∈ Zτ : 0 x} be the positive
cone of the linear order . Obviously, (−Cτ ) ∩ Cτ = {0}.
For every a = (aμ: μ < τ) and β < τ , put U (a, β) = {x = (xμ: μ < τ): xα = aα for any α  β}, V (a, β) = U (a, β) ∩ Z+τ ,
and W (a, β) = U (a, β) ∩ Cτ .
On Zτ consider the topology T with the open base B = {U (a, β): a ∈ Zτ , β < τ }, the topology T′ with the open base
B′ = {V (a, β): a ∈ Zτ , β < τ }, and the topology T′′ with the open base B′′ = {W (a, β): a ∈ Zτ , |L| < τ }.
Denote by cf (τ ) the smallest cardinal number coﬁnal to cardinal number τ . If cf (τ ) = ℵ0, then the cardinal number τ
is said to be sequential. Let 2<τ = Σ{2m: m < τ }. There exist many cardinals τ for which ℵ0 < cf (τ ) τ  2<τ < 2τ .
Property 1. (Zτ ,T) is a zero-dimensional paracompact topological group. If cf (τ ) = ℵ0, then (Zτ ,T) is a complete metriz-
able space, and (Zτ ,T′), (Zτ ,T′′) are ﬁrst-countable spaces.
By the construction, B is an open base of rank one of the topology T. By a theorem of A.V. Arhangel’skii [7], any space
with a base of rank one is paracompact.
Property 2. If ℵ0 m < cf (τ ), then:
– (Zτ ,T′), and (Zτ ,T′′) are zero-dimensional paratopological k-gentle groups;
– in (Zτ ,T), (Zτ ,T′) and (Zτ ,T′′) every compact subset is ﬁnite and every Gm-set is open.
If G is a semitopological group and every compact subset of G is ﬁnite, then the group G is k-gentle.
Property 3. (Zτ ,T′) and (Zτ ,T′′) are not topological groups.
The mapping x → −x is not continuous in the topologies T′,T′′ .
Property 4. If cf (τ ) = ℵ0, then (Zτ ,T′) and (Zτ ,T′′) are not k-gentle groups.
There exists a sequence {βn: n ∈ ω} of ordinals such that βn < βn+1 < τ and τ = sup{βn: n ∈ ω}. Let an = (anα: α < τ),
where anα = 0, for α  βn , and anα = 2−n , for α > βn . Then an+1 < an , liman = 0, F = {0} ∪ A is a compact subset and −F
is a discrete subspace in the topologies T′ and T′′ .
Property 5. T′ and T′′ are the arrows topologies of the topology T.
Property 6. The topology T is generated by the linear order , i.e. Bl = {]a,b[: a,b ∈ Zτ , a ≺ b} is an open base of the
topology T.
Fix a = {aα: α < τ }.
Let β ≺ τ . We put cα = bα = aα for α  β and cα = aα − 1, bα = aα + 1 for α > β . Then a ∈ ]c,b[ ⊆ U (a, β).
Let c = {cα: α < τ },b = {bα: α < τ } and c < a < b. There exist μ,ν < τ such that aα = cα for α < μ, cμ < aμ , aλ = bλ
for λ < ν and aν < bν . If β max{μ,ν}, then U (a, β) ⊆ ]c,b[.
Property 7. w(Zτ ,T) = d(Zτ ,T) = d(Zτ ,T′′) l(Zτ ,T′′) = 2<τ , w(Zτ ,T′′) = 2τ and χ(Zτ ,T) = χ(Zτ ,T′) = χ(Zτ ,T′′) = 2<τ .
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of a topological group.
Let X be the space (Zτ ,T′′) and ϕ : X × X → X × X be a rectiﬁcation on X . There exists a cardinal number m < 2τ
such that χ(X) · l(X) = m. Fix a base {Uα: α ∈ A} of the space X at the neutral element e ∈ X and |A|  m. For every
α ∈ A and x ∈ X we put Uα(x) = {y ∈ X: ϕ(x, y) ∈ {x} × Uα} and γα = {V ∈ T′′: V × V ⊆ ϕ−1(X × Uα)} (see the proof of
Proposition 2.2). Then γα(x) ⊆ Uα(x) and {γα(x): α ∈ A} is a base of X at x ∈ X . For every α ∈ A ﬁx a subcover ξα of γα
for which |ξα |m. Then B′ =⋃{ξα: α ∈ A} is a base of X and |B′|m. Since w(X) = |X | = 2τ , this is a contradiction. In
particular, we have proved that w(X) = χ(X) · L(X), for every rectiﬁable space X .
Example 5.17. Let I = [0,1] and μ(x, y, z) = min{1,max{0, x− y + z}}. Obviously, μ is a Mal’cev operation on I . Thus, I is a
weight homogeneous Mal’cev space. If f : I → I is an open continuous mapping, then f (I) = I and f ({0,1}) ⊆ {0,1}. Thus,
the space I is not dissentive. In particular, I is not rectiﬁable. The last statement also follows from the fact that I is not
homogeneous.
Example 5.18. Let G1 and G2 be two disjoint topological groups with the following properties:
1. G1 is metrizable and is not locally compact;
2. G2 is pseudocompact and is not compact.
Then the free topological sum G = G1 ⊕ G2 is a space with the following properties.
Property 1. G is a Mal’cev non-dissentive space. In particular, G is not rectiﬁable.
Property 2. Every remainder of G is not pseudocompact.
Property 3. Every remainder of G is not Lindelöf.
Therefore, the Dichotomy Theorem cannot be extended to all Mal’cev spaces.
After Examples 5.13–5.16 it is natural to ask the following general questions:
Problem 5.19. Which spaces can serve as remainders of paratopological groups in compactiﬁcations?
Problem 5.20. Which spaces can serve as remainders of quasitopological or semitopological groups in compactiﬁcations?
Problem 5.21. Is there a Tychonoff space Y such that the space S×Y is rectiﬁable (is homeomorphic to a topological group),
where S is the Sorgenfrey line?
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